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Though change has affected so much of our lives as Roman Catholics in recent years, there is 
the unchanging constant which describes the mission of the Church for the last 2,000 years. 
What is that mission? The General Catechetical Directory expresses it well with profound 
simplicity in its opening statement: “…the essential mission of the Church is to proclaim the 
Good News to contemporary human society.”!
As we celebrate Catechetical Sunday this coming weekend, it is good to reflect realistically on 
our fulfillment of this essential mission of the Church in Eastern Montana. Catechetical Sunday 
calls our attention to the fact that every baptized Catholic shares in the mission of making our 
faith a living, conscious and active reality. The primary agents for assuming this reality are our 
parishes, schools and religious education programs. !
Religious education is more than sacramental preparation and celebration of any of the 
sacraments. Rather, religious education is an ongoing educational and formational experience in 
which every baptized Catholic is asked to be involved. We can not restrict religious education to 
only young people or to Catholic schools or to sacramental preparation programs. The mission 
of the Church is to invite and encourage all its members to a greater understanding of our 
religious traditions and beliefs.!
Parish communities in our Diocese must look for ways in which this mission of the Church might 
be fulfilled. Each parish should find means whereby the total community might be invited to grow 
in a living, conscious and active faith. Catholic schools are a tremendous blessing for parish 
communities to fulfill the mission of religious education, but there is the necessary and essential 
concern to reach out to those in grade school and high school in public education. Sacramental 
preparations and celebrations are seen by the Church not as isolated experiences for the child, 
but as opportunities for growth and spiritual formation for the entire family and parish community. !
Understanding our faith and growing in a spiritual depth are THE critical issues for the 
contemporary Catholic. One needs such understanding and spirituality to counter an ever 
prevailing materialism and secularism in our world today that is expressed in countless ways – 
lack of appreciation for the gift of sexuality, the ever increasing support, even from political 
parties for abortion, the grim specter of a nuclear war, the rise in divorce statistics, and the 
contradiction of so many basic Christian values. We respond to these issues not by 
emotionalism or feelings, but with a deep awareness of our faith tradition and the obligation we 
all share of making Christ present among us. !
This weekend parishes will celebrate Catechetical Sunday and religion teachers will be 
commissioned in each parish for the ministry they will share with young people for the coming 
year. This weekend could also be a time for each of us to resolve to grow in a living, conscious, 
and active faith. It could make all the difference in the world for the Church of Eastern Montana. 
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